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oVeRVIeW 

During the past year we have been
privileged to assist Rotarians throughout
Australia deliver exceptional assistance to
the less fortunate, both within local
communities and abroad. As a result of
mainstream media coverage of
numerous RAWCS projects, our efforts
have been shared not only with fellow
Rotarians but also with the broader
public. This has assisted in enhancing the
profile and image of  Rotary in Australia. 

Projects that received particular media
attention include: 

-    The donation of  $1 million by Dick
Smith, accessible by Australian Rotary
clubs to assist those in need throughout
the country. 

-    The recognition of  the work of
Stephanie Woollard, a member of
Melbourne Rotary Club and a former
Peace Scholar. Stephanie’s Seven
Women project earned her a Rotary
Responsible Business Award, presented
at the United Nations. She subsequently
appeared in newspapers, online media
and TV. 

-    The launch of  the Malaria Vaccine
Project by His Excellency General Sir
Peter Cosgrove AK MC (Retd), a
partnership between the Institute for
Glycomics at Griffith University and a
number of  Queensland Rotary Clubs. It
is endorsed by Rotarians Against
Malaria and utilises RAWCS facilities to
raise the funds necessary to progress
clinical trials. 

-    The Soggy Bottom Cardboard Box
Boat Regatta in Tasmania, set up by
the Rotary Club of  Youngtown to
fundraise for the purchase of  insulin
pumps for Tassie kids living with Type
1 Diabetes. 

This year was our 52nd year of
operation, and in the last year, together
we have achieved:

•   The delivery of  more than $20
million of  humanitarian aid to
developing overseas countries;
•    Managed over 900 volunteers that
made up 136 teams working in 46
different countries;
•    Donated and delivered in excess of
$10m in donated goods through
Donations in Kind; 
•    Distributed millions of  long-lasting
insecticide-treated bed nets in malaria
afflicted zones throughout Papua New
Guinea, the Solomon Islands and
Timor-Leste; 
•    Provided more than $2 million for
assistance to people in need in
Australian.

We are proud of  what everyone
involved in RAWCS – the volunteers
out on projects, Rotarians managing
organisation, our staff, committees and
board – have achieved together. 

StRuCtuRAl CHAngeS 

RAWCS is a major corporation and
needs to be managed as such. There
have been significant changes at Board
level to ensure our operations are
sustainable and remain at the highest

standard. Some of  the changes include:

• Transitioning from a regionally
based business to a nationally driven
organisation; 
• Eliminating appointments based on
geographic location to create a skills-
based board; we now have 11 board
members including a representative from
each of  the Governors, Governors elect
and Governors nominee;
• Operational work has been
transferred to standing committees to
administer; 
• We have upgraded online support
systems to make our website more
customer friendly and handle mass
traffic. This will allow users to deliver
their project in the safe knowledge
RAWCS administrative systems are
robust. 

ouR SeRVICeS  

RAWCS has a number of  segments
allowing the provision of  services in
different areas, both overseas and locally.
To assist Rotarians, we have introduced
three new funds during the year.
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C H A I R M A n ’ S  R e p o R t

We are all part of  a special team 
called Rotary, with RAWCS just one part 

of  this team.“
”



• The Developed Country Disaster
Relief  Fund will enable projects in
developed countries where a disaster has
occurred. This will allow Rotary Clubs
and Districts to respond to disasters and
establish appeals in a timely manner.

• To facilitate the distribution of  Dick
Smith’s donation, we established the
Rotary Australia Compassionate Grants
Program (Dick Smith) – which was new
territory for RAWCS. We are able to
offer Rotary Clubs and Districts grants
on a dollar for dollar basis for projects to
assist Australians doing it tough.

• Established a Public Ancillary Fund
that can be used by all donors seeking a
tax deductible charitable donation. 

Our other funds and major activities of
RAWCS that continue to operate are: 
• Rotary Australia Overseas Aid Fund
(RAOAF) – facilitating the provision of
overseas aid to developing countries
focused on supporting sustainable
development and relief  projects.

• Rotary Australia Benevolent Society
(RABS) - enables Australian Rotary clubs
to provide assistance to people in need in
their local community. 

• Donations in Kind - collecting and
transporting surplus goods from
Australia to where they are needed
overseas.

• Rotarians Against Malaria providing
and distributing long-lasting insecticide-
treated bed nets to prevent the spread of
malaria. 

SpeCIAl tHAnKS  

We are all part of  a special team called
Rotary, with RAWCS just one part of
this team. RAWCS is really just
infrastructure facilitating Rotarians to
continue their humanitarian efforts –
something not always fully understood.

We are pleased Rotary clubs are wisely
connecting our facilities with grants they
can achieve from The Rotary
Foundation to expand their projects and
we thank the members of  The Rotary
Foundation, especially Bruce Allen, for
assisting in this regard. 

We also thank the members of  the
Governors train who are on the RAWCS
board for their contributions to company
matters, as well as keeping their
counterparts up to date. We are
especially grateful to immediate past
governors for their support with the
major changes to our constitution passed
at our last Annual General Meeting. 

This year sees the retirement of  Regional

Chair John Roberson who has given
extraordinary service to RAWCS over
many years. Unfortunately due to
family health reasons PDG Lew
Pretorius has also resigned after
tremendous dedication, particularly in
regards to the ROTA homes project in

Fiji. Both John and Lew have put an
enormous amount of  time and effort
into our organisation. On behalf  of  the
Board and the many whom they have
assisted, I thank them for their
exceptional efforts. 

On behalf  of  the Board, I would further
like to recognise all RAWCS volunteers
and supporters who give of  their time,
talent and funds so generously. I also
personally thank the Directors, Activity
Chairs and management team for the
enormous amount of  work they have all
put in over the past 12 months. The
results we have achieved would not have
happened without their backing. I
would also like to acknowledge the team
at Rotary Down Under who have
worked hard behind the scenes
handling our marketing and a number
of  public image activities.

Finally, every one of  us are indebted to
the administration team of  RAWCS,
headed up by Belinda Griffen, our
National Administrator, and Pauline
Lane, her main assistant. We cannot
thank them enough.  

PDG Michael Perkins
Chairman 
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Each RAWCS fund has achieved a
surplus for the year ended 30 June 2017.

The full implementation of  the 3%
service charge on all RAWCS projects
from 1 July 2015 has ensured that each
RAWCS entity has achieved a financial
surplus for the past two financial years.
RAWCS has now attained financial
sustainability and continues to provide a
timely and highly efficient financial
service to each of  our 440+ project
managers.

Since the 1 July 2015, donations from
Rotarians, Rotary Clubs, & Rotary
Districts have been exempt from the 3%
service charge. These donations represent
70% of  RAWCS total donations.

During the past five years, RAWCS has
been developing relations with large
corporate donors and philanthropic
organisations who have been able to take
advantage of  RAWCS DGR status and
project service delivery. These
relationships have provided a steady
stream of  additional service charges to
supplement the service charges received
from external donors. However, these
organisations during the past 18 months
have applied and received DGR status
from the Commonwealth Government
resulting in a dramatic drop in this
RAWCS income stream. Total donations
to RAWCS have decreased from these

organisations during the year ended 30
June 2017 by $12,000,000+ compared to
previous years.

The financial budget for 2017-18
indicates that there is insufficient income
from service charges and investment
income to fund its expenditure. The
Board have critically examined every line
of  expenditure and have determined that
for RAWCS to continue its high standard
of  project service delivery, that this
budgeted expenditure must be incurred.

To ensure that RAWCS achieves an
annual financial surplus, the RAWCS
Board has resolved that the current
exemption given to Rotarians, Rotary
Clubs, & Rotary Districts will finish 30
June 2017. 

From the 1 July 2017 the RAWCS Board
has resolved that all donations to a
RAWCS project will be subject to a
service charge of  2.5%. This rate
compares favourably with other service
charges of  5% to 10% in similar
organisations. 

Exceptions to the Service Charge are:
• Donations deemed by the RAWCS
Ltd Board to be strategic and where it is
not in the best interest of  RAWCS to
deduct the full service charge
• Donations to any project registered to
respond to a declared State or National
disaster in Australia

This revised service charge rate will
ensure RAWCS’ long term financial
sustainability.

Dick Smith, the philanthropist, donated
$1,000,000 to RAWCS in December
2016. He stated that RAWCS project
service delivery systems were his chosen
vehicle for these funds to be distributed to
disadvantaged people throughout
Australia. The disadvantage would have
arisen from a medical condition,
accident, or violence. Rotary had to
match dollar for dollar and the funds
would be used to reduce the financial
impact of  the disadvantage in the lives of
affected individuals.

This is the first time RAWCS is able to
offer grants to Rotary clubs. A special
committee called the Rotary Australia
Compassionate Grants [RACG] was
formed under the leadership of  PP Bob
Cleland. Rotary clubs are responding
well to the challenge of  seeking out the
disadvantaged and making submissions
to the RACG.

As at 30 June 2017, 24 projects have been
approved with $213,000 being allocated.
Whereas Dick Smith required Rotary to
match dollar for dollar, the total spend by
Rotary clubs is $1.58 in matching so far. 

RAWCS will continue to embrace
change to facilitate the highest standard
of  project service delivery for Australian
Rotarians, be it here in Australia or
overseas. A sound RAWCS financial
position, sustainable into the long term,
is fundamental for this, together with the
highest standards of  corporate
governance.

Mike Whitehouse
National Treasurer

F I n A n C I A l  R e p o R t

RAWCS ltD [Admin]     $21,422  

RAoAF                          $28,072  
RABS                                         $22,378
DCDF                                              $100
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p R o J e C t S

RegIon         oVeRSeAS AID       BeneVolent SoCIetY                   totAl 
totAl           pRoJeCtS              pRoJeCtS

                                                RABS                RACg                    

Central                    20                                                                                                                           20
Eastern                    144                                        16                                                                             160
Northern                 50                                          4                                                                               54
Southern                 123                                        9                                                                               132
Western                   36                                          4                                                                               40
National                  9                                            6                                           24                               39

totAl           382                       39                         24                   445

Note: All RACG (Rotary Australia Compassionate Grant) Projects are registered as National Projects

pRoJeCtS RegISteReD At 30 June 2017

At 30 June 2017, we have a total of  445 Projects currently registered.

pRoJeCtS RegISteReD At 30 June 2017 BY RAWCS RegIon 
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RotARY AuStRAlIA CoMpASSIonAte gRAntS

Late in 2016, Dick Smith AC approached RAWCS and offered to donate A$1m to
be distributed on a dollar for dollar basis to disadvantaged individuals or groups in
Australia. A RAWCS sub-committee was formed and agreed that these Projects would
be a sub-set of  the Rotary Australia Benevolent Society (RABS) Projects and would be known as Rotary Australia Compassionate
Grants (RACG). The maximum Grant was set at $10K with the option to be increased to $15k in exceptional circumstances.

Because of  the potential number of  Projects involved in a relatively short period, a decision was taken to streamline the approvals
process and to make the Project Application a totally online process. This was a first for RAWCS Project applications and,
thanks to the great work by Cameron McKern, the RAWCS Database Manager, the process was established in an extremely
short time-frame. Only minor changes have been necessary and the process allows for a Project to move from concept to
registration in less than two days if  necessary.

RAWCS on-lIne pRoJeCt RegIStRAtIon

The experience gained with developing the RACG on-line Project Application has demonstrated the value of  this process in
reducing the Application processing time and associated workload. Development will begin in the first half  of  Rotary Year
2017-18, of  an on-line RABS Project Application. If  time and money permits, the Overseas Aid Fund Projects will also be
moved to on-line Applications.

pRoJeCtS BY RotARY DIStRICt 2016-17

Note: The red numbers indicate the Rotary Districts that manage the RACG Projects

n u M B e R  o F  p R o J e C t  R e g I S t R A t I o n S

This Rotary Year has seen a small increase in the number of  Project registrations
from 2015-16 due mainly to the introduction of  RACG Projects. As noted in the
Financial Report, the establishment of  their own Private Ancillary Funds by several
large Donors has reduced the pool of  funds available for RAWCS Projects by about
30% and this has also had an effect on the number of  Projects registered.

oAF pRoJeCtS BY RegIon

n Central   n Eastern   n Northern
n Southern   n Western   n National

RABS pRoJeCtS BY 
RegIon

n Central   n Eastern   n Northern
n Southern   n Western   n National

RotARY         oVeRSeAS AID       BeneVolent SoCIetY                   totAl 
DIStRICt      pRoJeCtS              pRoJeCtS

                                                RABS                RACg                    

9455                         26                                          4                                    1                                        31
9465                         10                                                                                1                                        11
9500                         9                                                                                  1                                        10
9520                         11                                                                                                                          11
9550                         3                                                                                  3                                        6
9570                         7                                            1                                                                              8
9600                         12                                                                                1                                        13
9630                         9                                            2                                    2                                        13
9640                         19                                          1                                                                              20
9650                         13                                          2                                    3                                        18
9670                         7                                            3                                                                              10
9675                         37                                          1                                                                              38
9685                         60                                          8                                    4                                        72
9700                         17                                          1                                    1                                        19
9710                         10                                          1                                                                              11
9780                         9                                            1                                                                              10
9790                         21                                          2                                    1                                        24
9800                         46                                          2                                    2                                        50
9810                         31                                          1                                                                              32
9820                         3                                                                                                                            3
9830                         13                                          4                                    4                                        21

totAlS                 382                                   39                              24                                  445

neW pRoJeCt RegIStRAtIonS BY YeAR

oVeRSeAS AID  BeneVolent SoCIetY  totAl
                       
                       RABS        RACg

YeAR

2 0 1 5 - 1 6    5 0                         2 1                                      7 1
2 0 1 6 - 1 7    4 6                         2 0               2 4                    9 0



on-lIne pRoJeCt
MAnAgeR AnD teAM
leADeR RepoRtS

Minor problems are still being
experienced by some Project Managers
in submitting the on-line Project
Manager and volunteer Team Leader
Reports. Changes have recently been
made to the Instructions to clarify the
requirements but it appears that almost
all the difficulties could be overcome if
the instructions were read and printed
out before the report was started.
Changes to the report format to try and
make the process easier to understand
will be agreed with the Website
Committee and Cameron and
implemented as soon as time and funds
permit.

Despite numerous notifications to DGs,
Club Presidents and the Project
Managers concerned, a number of
RAWCS Projects have been marked as
Discontinued because the reports for
Jan to Jul16 have not been completed.
This has effectively frozen about $50K
in the Project accounts of  these Projects.
A final attempt will be made to obtain
the reports and if  they are not
forthcoming, a decision will have to be
made on the disposition of  the funds
involved. The administrative workload
involved in attempting to obtain the
outstanding Reports delayed the
despatch of  the requests for Project
Reports for the period Jul-Dec16 until
Apr17. Most of  these reports have now
been completed and the future report
requests will now be despatched in the
first two weeks of  July and January.

Difficulties were being experienced with
the bulk despatch of  the Project Report
requests because some email systems
were treating the emails as Spam. The

system has now been changed and the
emails are queued and sent at a rate of
about 16 per hour by the Database to
overcome this problem. The experience
to date has been most encouraging.

VolunteeR teAMS

RAWCs Volunteer Teams continue to
perform sterling work and remain an
extremely cost-effective way of
providing assistance to Developing
Countries. In 2016-17, Volunteer
Teams travelled to  46 countries
through Southern Africa and the Aisian
Continent to our neighbouring
countries in the South East Asia and
South Pacific Region. The work varied
from building construction through
training and micro-credit to medical
and dental teams.

The on-line processing of  Volunteer
Team registrations is now progressing
smoothly with only a few team
members resisting the process. The
Regional Volunteer Coordinators are
all working well to ensure that any
problems are resolved quickly.

VAnuAtu VolunteeR
teAMS

The Government change in Vanuatu
following the last elections has resulted
in the new Government requiring that
all volunteer teams intending to work in
Vanuatu obtain the approval of  the
Government Department concerned
for the work being planned. The process
agreed to is that a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU), the text of
which has been approved, will be signed
by the Chairman of  RAWCS Limited
and the Government of  Vanuatu. This
MoU requires an Act of  Parliament in
Vanuatu before it is signed and the
document is currently being processed

in Vanuatu. The MoU will simply
provide a framework within which
RAWCS Projects can be undertaken.

After the MoU has been established,
each Rotary Club wishing to undertake
a registered RAWCS Project in Vanuatu
will submit a Statutory Agreement (SA)
to the Government Department
concerned in Vanuatu. This SA will
specify the Who, What, Where and
When of  the planned work. Either the
Project Manager or the Rotary Club
President will sign the SA and, when
approved by the Government
Department concerned, the SA will act
as the authority for the planned work to
be undertaken.

In the interim, a list of  contacts in the
relevant Government Departments has
been circulated to all Clubs and
Districts that undertake RAWCS
Projects in Vanuatu together with the
headings of  the SA. The first report
received indicated that the process was
working very well and the team involved
was welcomed at the Airport and their
entry through Customs and
Immigration facilitated by a
representative from the Department
concerned: much to the chagrin of  the
incoming tourists.

PP Michael Willis
RAWCS National Project

Manager

VolunteeRS BY RegIon

n Central   n Eastern   n Northern
n Southern   n Western

RegIon  teAMS totAl           DeStInAtIon DonAtIon    WoRK totAl
                        VolunteeRS  CountRIeS    VAlue          VAlue       VAlue

Central        8               37                             4                              $97,976                 $98,360             $196,336 
Eastern        59             455                           10                            $1,098,685            $1,514,341        $2,613,026 
Northern     24             156                           10                            $415,440               $347,504           $762,944 
Southern     37             215                           14                            $542,560               $1,122,103        $1,664,663 
Western       8               87                             5                              $116,700               $202,800           $319,500 

totals      136        950                    46                     $2,271,361      $3,285,108   $5,556,469 
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The purpose of  the Donations in Kind
activity of  Rotary Australia World
Community Service Limited is to take
advantage of  and collect valuable and
useable goods and consumables no
longer required in the Australian Health
and Education Institutions and
distribute them to developing nations
and other areas of  need.  

The program is a resource for Australian
Rotary Clubs and other not for profit
organisations in providing humanitarian
aid by way of  goods in kind for their
local and off  shore projects. Recipient
nations include countries of  the South
Pacific, the African Continent, the
Indian sub-Continent, Sri Lanka &
Nepal, South East Asia and South
America.    

The added value to Australia is a saving
to our own nation by the reduction in
local disposal costs and protecting the
environment by reducing landfill.

Donations in Kind has attracted the
attention of  major suppliers to health
and education and the institutions
themselves, the opportunities being
afforded to the program by major health
and education institutions across our

nation are increasing and these
organisations and corporate entities are
working effectively with Donations in
Kind to recycle and distribute these
valuable commodities. This includes
projects collecting hospital beds, medical
equipment and consumables and
educational equipment, literacy items
and school consumables.   

The activity consists of  major facilities in
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, Geelong
Vic, Adelaide and smaller satellite storage
areas in Northern Queensland, Hunter
Region NSW, Canberra ACT, Illawarra
NSW, Albury/Wodonga, Tasmania and
Perth WA. The facilities are managed
and manned exclusively by volunteers.

The table below highlights the
quantities and estimated goods values
transhipped to developing nations this
year. 

The activity is constantly reviewing its
operations to take advantage of  the
increasing volume of  valuable goods
available, Rotary Australia World
Community Service’s strategic
direction for Donations in Kind is for a
national approach to management
policies, safety of  volunteers,
warehousing facilities, stock listings,
funding and corporate partnerships.

Keith Roffey
Donations in Kind
National Manager

D o n A t I o n S  I n  K I n D

RegIon              VolunteeR            nAtIonS    ContAIneRS       $  gooDS 
                         HouRS                                    -  20 ’                  VAlue
                                                                                             
Northern - Qld                4,200                                     9                        35                                    2.275 million
Eastern - NSW                 5,880                                     9                        49                                    3.185 million
Southern - Vic/Tas          6,480                                     12                      54                                    3.510 million
Central - SA                     1,560                                     5                        13                                    .845 million
Western - WA                   1,200                                     5                        10                                    .650 million

Total                               19,320                                 40                     161                                 10.465 million
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R o t A R I A n S  A g A I n S t  M A l A R I A

Over the last 15 years great progress
has been achieved in the global fight
against malaria. In addition to a 62%
reduction in the annual death rate
since 2000 and a 41% reduction in
reported cases, 17 countries have
eliminated the disease since 2000.
This year has seen steady progress
toward the WHO goal of  eradicating
malaria by 2040 with Sri Lanka and
Kyrgyzstan being declared malaria
free and declarations for Argentina
and Paraguay expected soon. Great
progress is also being made in
reducing the mortality rate in our near
neighbours with a 58% decrease
recorded in the western Pacific Region
since 2010. Rotarians Against Malaria
(RAM) has had an active role in PNG
and the Solomons, since 1995 and
more recently in Timor Leste,
significantly contributing to these
results.

In PNG recorded malaria deaths have
fallen by 76% since 2009 when RAM

became the principle recipient of  the
Global Fund PNG malaria grant and
now RAM will continue as the sole
principle recipient for the next round
in 2018. This program has seen RAM
distribute more than 9 million bed nets
since 2009 and a further 1.2 million
nets to households this year plus
180,000 to vulnerable groups. Every
household in PNG has received at

least two allocations and RAM is
currently working on the third with
universal coverage assured by
additional nets allocated by the
Against Malaria Foundation.

RAM funds raised in Australia are

employed on the Chasing Malaria
Project which is trialling strategies and
approaches that will be required to
drive malaria rates down to
elimination levels in areas of  current
low malaria incidence. Working
closely with the PNG Dept. of  Health
in the target provinces, RAM ensures
accurate record keeping so that all
cases are mapped and malaria clusters

are identified for follow-up. Where
required, RAM supplies diagnostic
test kits and drugs to the clinics as well
as bed nets.  All positive cases are
given a family sized net and all
expectant mothers also receive a new
net under this program. This year two
more container loads of  nets were sent
to PNG to support this initiative.

Where malaria case clusters are
identified, Ross Baibuni (RAM’s
Manager of  Community Based
Malaria Control) and his team recruit
local volunteers and work with the
local schools to teach the students
about malaria and mosquito life cycles
and to search out all the mosquito
breeding sites around the cluster
location. Breeding sites are mapped
by GPS and regularly checked, when
they are active (i.e. contain mosquito

2017/18 promises to be an eventful year
as Timor Leste pushes toward eliminating malaria,
the Chasing Malaria program in PNG is expanded

and the Institute for Glycomics moves
closer to perfecting a viable vaccine

“
”



larvae) specific strategies are
developed to destroy the larvae. These
include draining or filling, introducing
fish to eat the larvae or spraying
larvacide. Local households are
informed of  the risk and the presence
and use of  bed nets is checked.

In the Solomon Islands RAM has
continued to support the Healthy
Village program run by the Health
Promotions Unit of  the Ministry of
Health, by providing sets of  tools to
enable villages with approved plans to
carry out local earth works and
cleaning programs to reduce the
incidence of  mosquitoes around the
village. To date 139 villages have been
supported the latest being in
Guadalcanal Province and the Russell
Islands. RAM also supports PhD
candidate, Solomon Islander Edgar
Pollard, in researching mosquito
movement around villages in order to
design modern effective barrier
screens.

A team of  RAM Rotary volunteers
returned from Timor Leste in June
with the exciting news that malaria
control has been so effective there that
the National Malaria Control Program
and WHO are now planning to
achieve malaria elimination in the next
five years and that they value the
ongoing support of  RAM as a
significant partner in this process. The
latest bed net distribution is taking
place in the Oecusse enclave with
40,000 nets funded by the Global Fund
and logistical costs met by RAM.

RAM has also commenced funding
the Rotary Club of  Dili Lafaek
“Healthy Villages” project in Dili and
Liquica districts. To date twelve
villages have participated in this trial
project which encompasses
Community health and hygiene
awareness training, establishing
Community Committees, planning
health interventions and building
permanent rubbish disposal facilities,
aimed at reducing mosquito breeding
as well as improving village hygiene.

Back in Australia, RAM has strongly
supported RABS project 16-2016-17
aimed at raising sufficient funds to
support the next stage of  human trials
of  the promising malaria vaccine
candidate PlasProtecT®. The project
was launched by Governor General,
Sir Peter Cosgrove and Lady
Cosgrove at the Institute for
Glycomics, Griffith University in
March and was attended by over 200
people including many distinguished
Rotarians and Academics. This a
Rotary Zone wide fund raiser aimed
at accelerating the vaccine
development with funding of
$500,000. RAM considers that this
vaccine could be a game changer in
the campaign to eradicate malaria
and may provide the key to a future
RI supported global immunisation
program.  

In 2015 it was decided that future
annual RAM Conferences should be
rotated between Brisbane, Melbourne
and Sydney to make it easier for more
Rotarians to attend and be inspired by
the malaria challenge and RAM’s
programs. This year’s conference was
held in Melbourne with a strong local
attendance and great feedback was
received. The 2017 Conference will
be held in Sydney at ‘Rowers on
Cook’s River’ on 19th and 20th
August. Significant research
developments, project outcomes and
planning sessions will be featured.

Rotaract, through their national
malaria project, continues to be both
inspiring in their approach and a great
support to RAM. Two Rotaractors,
Michael Sheilds and Holstein Wong
have served on RAM’s Executive
Committee this year making strong
contributions.

Looking ahead, 2017/18 promises to
be an eventful year as Timor Leste
pushes toward eliminating malaria,
the Chasing Malaria program in PNG
is expanded and the Institute for
Glycomics moves closer to perfecting
a viable vaccine. RAM continues to
support field programs in all three
countries striving toward malaria
elimination and we understand that
maintaining active malaria control
and awareness is crucial during the all-
important elimination phase.

David Pearson
RAM National Manager
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